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behavior, perhaps winding up in jail or in the military; judges have been known to give the young man a choice.
In addition to the poor reputation youth employment programs have acquired in minority communities, it is important to consider the reputation of work äs it is so often defined and emphasized by such programs. So often the Jobs for which youths are being trained are thought of äs dead end and menial; it is difficult for the youth to perceive the possibility of real advancement through such work. The training is often perceived äs conferring low Status on a person, who frequently possesses an expanded sense of racial and personal pride (see E. Anderson, 1980). This again raises the issue of "strain" or lack of social "fit" between the older instructors and the younger trainees. The instructors in the program share certain beliefs and values concerning work, work settings, propriety, and the work ethic. Many profess to believe in "hard work" for just rewards.  This is perhaps an outmoded notion in our contemporary society, especially among many ghetto youths who are mobile about town and are readily abl to view others of their color-caste riding trolleys, trains, and buses and dressed in pinstriped suits and carrying briefcases.  They have come to see this model, to wonder about him, and perhaps to desire to emulate him.
Yet these youths have little real chance of moving toward being that sort of man, the young Professional, if they are being trained to be a carpenter, and poorly at that. Common sense teils them that such Jobs are closed to them and their kind; from their eiders, they've heard the tales of discrimination, and many have experienced it first-hand. Hence, many youths approach the program with a limited amount o motivation. Many are ambivalent about the value of such a program, even if they were to be successful in completing it. For ultimately, the program prepares the young people for Jobs many have come to see a "beneath" them, and hence, the more they invest in terms of time and energy, the more they believe they condone what is in their estimation an essentially inferior social and economic position, not to mention the boredom and toil that come with it.  Yet they want Jobs badly.
Many older black workers, including laborers, masons, and plasterers, say that today's youth won't work. Perhaps, youths are growing up in a society in which physical work, in its strict working-class definition, is simply declining äs a value.  Having a jo is surely important, but valued activities are often those that can be done in a suit and tie, not a pair of coveralls. The very place of th term "working class" in our lexicon, a place below all other classes save the very poor, is a clue to and passes along society's valuation of the place of "workers."
Many of today's youths who do not want to work may be seen less äs disconnected from society's values than äs Sharing the valuation a great many people place on physical labor; these youths are very much up-to-date and very much connected. With their high aspirations and intermittent, often unrealistic, expectations, they are simply under-educated, untrained, and lacking in the nonphysical skills necessary for entry into labor markets with Jobs for Professionals.  In a sense, minority youths are held accountable to values of physical work that

